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Abstract
Balance maintenance is provided through using different joint strategies considering the perturbation conditions. The kinematic-based features of the joint strategies are calculated to assess the performance of them. The aim of this study was to identify the most effective stability features of the dominant role-playing strategy while standing on an unstable platform. Sixteen healthy young men participated in perturbed standing tests on an unstable platform supported via low and high stiffness springs. To measure the joints angular rotations, the motion capture analysis was used in the sagittal plane. Path length of angular velocity and displacement, standard deviation, total mean velocity, , root mean square and fractal dimension features were extracted to analyze the quantitative stability. Then, the K-nearest neighbor (KNN), support vector machine (SVM) and multilayer perceptron neural network (MLP) classifiers in the Wrapper feature selection technique were used to classify the high and low stiffness supports of the platform. At first, the results suggested that the ankle was dominant strategy in keeping the balance. All three classifiers revealed acceptable performance for data classification, but by applying the Wrapper method and selected velocity-based features finally, the support vector classification with 93.75% accuracy had the highest accuracy and efficiency. This study could provide an early diagnosis of balance problems as well as standing and joint mechanisms to prevent falls by evaluating the classifiers.
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Introduction
Normally, standing is the first task of the body's neuromuscular system so that other daily activities depend on it [1]. The postural instability happens when the body cannot overcome any external or even internal perturbation to return to the initial equilibrium position [2]. In comparison with quiet and unperturbed standing, applying any disturbance to the musculoskeletal system of a human requires more efforts to keep the balance. These efforts can be possible with changing the joint kinematics called postural adjustment using joint strategies [3,4]. The aim of the application of the perturbations, in general, was to represent a real physiological condition that may interfere with the control of the posture. However, quiet standing in static positions, for instance, may rely on the knee strategy [5]. Nevertheless, standing on an unstable platform as a form of difficult external physical disturbance may make the body instable [6-10]. Quantitatively to analyze the joint mechanisms, the previous studies have used some linear or non-linear metrics [5]. The musculoskeletal behavior of a certain group of participants in response to different test conditions can be obtained from calculating these metrics. Since the posture adjustment is accomplished through the learned patterns of muscle synergies controlled by the human central nervous system (CNS), it is hypothesized that the joint behaviors are limited to certain classes. Machine learning (ML) methods can be utilized to diagnose diseases and examine the differences between states in experiments via data analysis [11]. A study in pattern recognition by classifying movement data of young and old adults achieved 81.7% accuracy while walking on a treadmill through SVM classification [12]. In addition, 92.3% accuracy was obtained by extracting features such as step time, length and width in walking to find the risk of falling in the elderly via multilayer perceptron neural network [13]. Dynamic pattern of healthy individuals and Parkinson's patients achieved 94.7% accuracy by using the SVM classification [14]. In another study, the diagnosis of foot drop between healthy and individuals was classified by random forest (RF) classifier with an accuracy of 93.18% during walking on a stable surface [15]. Classification accuracy of an artificial neural network classifier was 89% for two groups with or without stepping after utilizing external perturbation on healthy young people [16].

In a study, the classification of different states of physical difficulty (two levels of spring stiffness below an unstable plate: the first type spring with 3375 stiffness (higher spring) and second type spring with 1680 stiffness (lower spring) Newton per meter) was investigated by some biomechanical features of the most important joint when standing on an unstable plate. The general aim of selecting the feature of algorithms is to choose the most relevant properties of data classes and to increase the classification performance [17]. As a result, the aim of this study was to extract the most outstanding strategy among the joints
by evaluating the joint mechanisms when standing on an unstable support and selecting features of human lower limb joints leading to the increase of classification accuracy in postural control. The results of this investigation could present a preliminary diagnostic framework to assess the possible but hidden problems in the postural control of individuals only by applying classification techniques on balance test outcomes. Moreover, the stability characteristics, giving the most precision in detection can be determined.

**Methods**
The statistical and biomechanical analysis, feature selection and classification were conducted according to the methodology illustrated in figure 1. In the following, each step is described in detail.

**Participants**
Totally, 16 healthy young men (age = 25.8 ± 4.4 years, weight = 72.5 ± 9.4 kg, height = 176 ± 4.2 cm) participated in this study. All participants who signed the consent form had normal eyesight with no history of muscle disorders, fractures and surgery on their lower limbs and spine. The ethical issues of this study were approved by the University’s Ethical Committee (code: IR.ATU.REC.1398.007).

**Procedure**
Two standing conditions were existed based on two different stiffnesses of springs under an unstable platform. The higher and lower springs were 3400 N/m and 1700 N/m, respectively. The unstable platform was a rocker board of 35 cm width and 45 cm length, mounted on three half-ellipses with a small diameter of 13 cm to rotate only in the sagittal plane. In all conditions, the volunteers stood barefooted and their arms crossed over the chests as well as they were asked to demonstrate the least fluctuation in standing posture. The first step in figure 1 illustrates the details of standing conditions. Each test was repeated in three trials for 30 s. To prevent fatigue, a minimum of one-minute interval was considered between the trials. The choice of the stiffness level of the unstable platform was random. Proper safety conditions were provided to prevent people from falling.

**Data Acquisition**
The knee, ankle and hip joints kinematics were recorded using motion capture method. Five active markers were attached to the fifth metatarsal, lateral malleolus, lateral femoral condyle, greater trochanter and acromion process in order to measure the movement of the markers. The body motions were captured
using 120 frames/s recording speed (Casio EXZR20, Tokyo, Japan) for two seconds after perturbation, and then an image processing code was extracted from the kinematic data (Fig. 1).

**Feature Extraction**
Six features (five linear and one nonlinear) were extracted to analyze the participants' motor behavior. Table 1 provides the mathematical definitions of these features. The dataset was as follows: $16 \times (5 + 1) \times 3 \times 2 = 574$, indicating 16=number of volunteers, 5+1=number of linear and non-linear features, 3=number of joints and 2=number of classes.

**Statistical Analysis**
For statistical analysis, a mixed model of analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used in SPSS 16. The independent variable was unstable plate, and the dependent variables were linear and nonlinear features calculated from the angles of the lower limb.

**Feature Selection and Classification of Data**
The selection of appropriate features was carried out to improve the performance of time and accuracy of classification. In the current study, the space of features was reduced to smaller dimensions in order to delineate more prominent features of the stability during detection and to achieve better results in classification. Then, the classification was done in a new dimension. The Wrapper method was applied to select the appropriate feature in the present study. In this method, all possible subsets of features were examined, and its effect on the accuracy of the final classification was delineated with the help of ML algorithms (Fig. 1). The K-nearest neighbor algorithm with K=3 was done between two experimental conditions. In the algorithm for the support vector machine (SVM), the linear kernel was applied with the safe margin=0.8 because the class data were separable using the linear margin. For multilayer perceptron network training, the learning coefficient was set to 0.1, and the maximum iteration was set 300 times. The neural network used in the ongoing study after selecting the appropriate feature had two inputs, four neurons in the hidden layer and two neurons in the output layer. To ensure the maximum coverage of the data in terms of testing and training, the cross-validation technique was utilized. In this approach, the dataset was divided into 4 non-overlapping groups. During each run, one set was reserved for testing (25%), and the other three sets were used for training (75%) the ML algorithm. This process was repeated four times with different testing sets so that every dataset was applied once for testing and three times for training. The final result was the average of four runs for each algorithm.

Results
Statistical comparison in terms of p-values between the features of joint pairs in two high stiffness (HS) and low stiffness (LS) spring conditions presented in table 2 displays that the ankle plays a prominent role in postural control during different support conditions. The ankle’s linear and non-linear metrics of stability were mainly different from the knee and hip features significantly. Therefore, it could be concluded that the ankle mechanism revealed the main kinematic response of movement to maintain the balance. Bold-faced values were significant ($p < 0.05$). Hence, based on more prominent role of the ankle, the dataset was considered as follows: $16 \times (5 + 1) \times 1 \times 2 = 192$, in which 16 was the number of volunteers, 5+1 was the number of linear and non-linear features, 1 was the only ankle joint and 2 was the number of classes. Since the ankle as the first kinematic response always tried to maintain equilibrium, the features related to this joint were used in the data classification. The accuracy of
different combinations of features in various dimensions was calculated for these three classifications and displayed as a box plot (Figure 2).
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The average accuracy of each classifier applied to different combinations of features is reported in table 3. In spite of the similarity between the input and output samples used in classifier training, the SVM classifier performed better than the other two classifiers. Optimal feature selection was conducted to compare the performance of the classifiers using the Wrapper method. The results of the accuracy of the classifiers including optimal features from the feature set are represented in table 4. Although the highest accuracy of all three classifications was gained through selecting two features from the feature set, the SVM classifier had higher accuracy than the other classifications. This value of the accuracy was obtained by choosing the top two features of the path length of velocity (PLV) and total mean velocity (TMV) by the Wrapper feature selection algorithm.
Discussion
The aim of this study was to identify the best stability features of the most important joint in two conditions on an unstable support platform in order to achieve the best accuracy in classifying experiment classes. Standing on an unstable plate is inherently difficult even for healthy individuals [6]. For the center of mass was continuously moving, and its rate was dependent on body deflection; thus, it was more difficult to control the posture requiring more muscle activity [18]. Therefore, evaluation of the joint mechanisms suggested the overall neuro-musculoskeletal system, keeping the balance in such a difficult physical condition on the unstable plate. Simulations of states close to a variety of equilibrium diseases were done to investigate the effect of perturbations such as physical perturbations on equilibrium.

The present study was fulfilled with the help of classifications on standing variables and factors affecting equilibrium, which finally by evaluating the classifiers could provide an early diagnosis of balance problems, standing and joint mechanisms to prevent falls. Classifying different standing conditions and maintaining balance by practical tests helped to better understand the factors affecting standing. Classification and recognition of the healthy and young individuals’ data were inherently more complex than those of the healthy and patient or young and elder population as studied in previous works. One of the factors that influenced the classification was the extraction of more precise features from the pre-processed motion data i.e. the features that represented the maximum separation between classes and increased the classification rate [14, 19-21]. Linear and non-linear stability indices were used to investigate this type of physical perturbation on stability. Five linear features such as path length, PLV, TMV, standard deviation and root mean square as well as one non-linear fractal dimension feature were calculated. Then, the Wrapper method was utilized to select the appropriate features to achieve the best separation. According to the table 4, the best results for classification can be achieved only by having two features of TMV and PLV. Among the three classifications, the SVM classification always has the highest accuracy. In addition, the results shown in table 4, like those of Domingo's research emphasize that more features are not always useful. In fact, when the maximum accuracy was obtained, adding further features that are not good representatives of the separation of two classes could have a detrimental effect on the classification performance [22]. Among the biomechanical features, the TMV and PLV were based on the velocity of the ankle. Besides, the time derivatives can be utilized as the most important features of classification in perturbation-induced stepping strategy.
The stability concept was, in general, relied on the velocity of the parameter of interest. The velocity-induced parameters in addition to the position indicated the controllability of the joint mechanism. The amounts of high positive and negative velocity revealed rapid and unstable states of the body probably due to the lower muscle synergies. A proper neuro-muscular effort routinely recruited adequate co-contractions to provide smoother joint movements leading to higher levels of postural stability. Therefore, higher values of these velocity-induced parameters demonstrated more changes in movement direction and lower stability level.

Conclusions
The results of the present study suggested that the stability was intermittently caused by ankle in a closed-loop control. Focusing on the mechanism of this joint leads to a better classification among the test states. Furthermore, among the calculated features, two ankle features such as PLV and TMV are as the most appropriate features in creating two-dimensional space for applying the appropriate classification for these two test states. Classification accuracy of KNN and MLP were 87.5 and 89.6%, respectively. Finally, among the three classifications used, the SVM with the simplicity and speed of achieving a unique answer with 93.75% accuracy was recognized as the best classifier in the present study.
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